AUREA

MSC Cruises is the first company to offer truly customised experiences, designed to accommodate
your every need.
Choose one of our many options from the great value of the "Bella" Experience to the "Fantastica"
Experience delivering the flexibility and freedom to adapt to your needs, or the "Wellness" Experience
powered by Technogym dedicated to health and fitness. Do not forget the "Aurea" Experience with
its dedicated spa package or the MSC Yacht Club, the ultimate in luxury and exclusivity. With an MSC
cruise, there’s something for everyone.

What’s Included:
✓ All Fantastica Experience benefits plus a variety extra privileges
✓ Easy drink Package*
✓ Free access to the exclusive sun deck to enjoy the sun in complete tranquillity**
✓ Well-being package including: one massage of your choice from the spa menu (up to 60
minutes***), tanning booth, spa welcome cocktail, private MediSpa doctor consultation, access to
Thermal Area throughout cruise****
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✓ MSC gift
✓ Relaxation amenities in each cabin (including bathrobe and slippers
✓ Priority boarding (only on embarkation day)
✓ Free choice of dining time with My Choice dining style
✓ MSC for Me Wristband
* The drink package includes draught beers, a dedicated selection of house wines by the glass, selected
spirits and cocktails, non-alcoholic cocktails, soft drinks and fruit juices by the glass, bottled mineral
water and classic hot drinks (espresso, cappuccino, café latte, hot tea). The drinks can be consumed
in all onboard bars, as well as the self-service buffet and restaurants, excluding specialty restaurants.
A non-alcoholic version is available for kids.
**Please note children are allowed on the exclusive sundeck
***Up to 50 minutes for cruises starting from 2020/2021
****The package is for adults only.
Target:
✓ Guests oriented towards the current wellbeing trend
✓ Guests seeking relaxation, pampering and peace of mind
Insight:
Aurea fares offer your customers an all-inclusive cruise in premium accommodation, with a healthy dose of
pampering. As well as privileged access to the onboard spa, they will enjoy a series of relaxing benefits for body
and soul.

DETAIL BENEFIT OF THE EXPERIENCES
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Benefits may vary depending on the itinerary.
* The drink package includes draught beers, a dedicated selection of house wines by the glass, selected spirits and cocktails, non-alcoholic cocktails,
soft drinks and fruit juices by the glass, bottled mineral water and classic hot drinks (espresso, cappuccino, caffe latte, hot tea). The drinks can be
consumed in all onboard bars, as well as the self-service buffet and restaurants, excluding speciality restaurants. A non-alcoholic version is available
for kids.
**Please note children are allowed on the exclusive sundeck
***For further details, please refer to the Booking Conditions on msccruises.com
****Fantastica Balcony and Fantastica Suites Guests only on board MSC Opera, MSC Lirica, MSC Sinfonia, MSC Armonia will have My Choice dining
style.
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